
October 2012 Board Meeting

Present:  Merianne Myers, Kelley Huckstein, Matt Stanley, Tom Duncan, Allie 
Evans, Mindy Stokes, Mark Albrecht, 

Absent: Nels Olson, Beth Lafleur

A motion was made to approve the September board meeting minutes.  It was 
seconded and unanimously approved.

Merianne announced that due to being overcommitted, Nels is resigning from 
the Coop board.  Ute has sent two possible board applicants to us: Eric 
Epperson from the Whitlock Training Group and Jan File, a CMH pediatrician.

Matt suggested that any prospective board member attend at least one meeting 
as a guest to see what they are getting into.

Merianne suggested we combine the November and December meetings, 
resulting in the next meeting being scheduled for Wednesday, December 5th 
with the meeting after that to be on the usual day in January.

We discussed a possible Co-op endorsement of the North Coast Forest 
Coalition, as requested by Pearl Rassmussen.  The co-op already has a no 
solicitation policy (but organizations can post on the community bulletin 
board).  Merianne suggested a similar “no endorsement” policy, but some on 
the board felt that the co-op should have the flexibility to endorse initiatives 
that directly affect co-op activities.  An example would be the food labeling 
initiative in California.  Merianne and Matt will come up with language that 
specifies this for review at the next board meeting.

Merianne asked board members to review their “homework” in the areas of 
competition and expansion.  She offered to create a “library” of information that 
this research generates.

Allie discussed a McKinsey report she read called “Staying Competitive in a 
Changing World”.  One particular item she highlighted was that physical 
storefronts are rapidly becoming obsolete.  Mark mentioned the way Amazon is 
expanding its network of warehouses to offer one day or less shipping for web 
inventory.



Kelley reported on a co-op that just increased its space by 2X.  The key points: 
get an outside audit of current situation; ensure that the current store have 
tight process control.  At the end of the article it wasn’t clear if one big store 
was better or worse than two small ones.

Mark spoke about two co-ops that he visited on a recent trip.  Main Market Co-
op in Spokane was 2 years new and beautiful, but was not attracting sufficient 
customers yet.  The demographic of the store was not what they thought.  They 
had an extensive deli.  Customer interactions, with one exception, were not 
warm.  The Daily Market Cooperative in Walla Walla had just failed in its effort 
to transition from buying club to storefront.  Turns out they did not have the 
community support they thought they had.  Walla Walla has approximately 32K 
residents.  Both are cautionary tales.

We discussed the critical importance of customer service.  Customers need to 
feel good about coming into the store.

Mindy spoke about the NCGA Expansion and Relocation Toolbox.  She had 
questions about how to increase customer numbers.  Some possibilities: 
become a hybrid store (e.g. New Seasons Market), expand ready-to-eat food 
options.  She discussed two stores that did the latter: one a health food store in 
Florida and an Italian market/deli.

Matt said that the manager of the Bozeman Co-op grew it from $1M to $20M in 
sales and believes that the future of co-ops is in prepared food.  We have to be 
comfortable about labor and ingredient costs; delis don’t have to be the loss 
leaders they often are.

Merianne discussed an article she read in “The Leader” about expansion, 
specifically assessing risk.  One key point is to keep the membership in the 
loop; communications is literally make or break.  Kelley stated that a Vision 
Statement is essential for any expansion.  Merianne said that it’s a balancing 
act: have a plan mostly formed before talking about it and then over-
communicate via mail/email/posters/meetings/Facebook, etc.  Merianne also 
discussed the need for 2-way communications (we need a member/customer 
survey) and the need for a “cooperative disagreement” policy for board 
members.

Merianne also wants to have a short (1 hour) business focus for the start of 
future board meetings and then planning discussions for the rest of the time.

Matt reported for Kenlynn on Outreach:  Hipfish and Daily A for No Kid Hungry; 
World Food Day broke a single sales day record @ $14.9K; The November 



Columbia River Business Journal to have an article on the Co-op, particularly its 
growth; Brewcup biggest ever, $700 worth of apples and popcorn and 1 full 
membership sold; Co-op staff to donate to CMH foundation; Co-op sponsored 
“Step up to the Plate” at the Film Festival; Kenlynn (also Mark) attended the Ford 
Family Foundation Community Collaboration training; North Coast Food Web 
will be the case study; CMH chef Kurt ordering more and more ingredients from 
the Co-op, will have Co-op logo on salad bar and also wants to order pre-made 
items from our deli.

Matt is trying to organize an outside venue for staff meetings and training.  He 
is investigating the space across the street.  The board thought this was a good 
idea, subject to reasonable impact to finances (rent, utilities, insurance, etc.).

Matt discussed financials.  We need $10K in net income to have a 0.5% net 
profit - the NCGA minimum.  The Co-op spent $7K on office and computer 
upgrades in Q3 that could be seen as expense or capital.  The tradeoff of lower 
income means lower taxes, but also affects the NCGA metric.  We continue to 
have good cash flow and margin numbers look good.  Matt is motivating 
department leads to attempt to reach $200K in December sales.  Q3 turned out 
to be tough for finances due to personnel costs.  Two new employees were 
trained, but didn’t work out.  Also more staff than ever signed on for the health 
coverage.  When the health insurance comes up for renewal we might have to 
look at this.

Matt has formed a leadership team of himself, Kelley, Mike, Mick and Kenlynn.  
They will be doing regular development activities.

The meeting adjourned at 8:30-ish.

Respectfully submitted.

Mark Albrecht


